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We report new measurements of the branching fractions B (B ~D l v), B (B ~D+ l V), and
B (B ~D * l v). Combining these results with our previous measurement of B (B ~D *+l v),
we find that the ratio of semileptonic widths for final states with a vector meson and pseudoscalar
meson is (2.6+o 6+o 8) and the ratio of charged- to neutral-8-meson lifetimes is
(0.89+0.19+0.13)(fov /f+ ) where (fov/f+ ) is the ratio of neutral- to charged-B-meson produc-
tion at the Y(4S). From the B~Dl v branching fraction, we calculate VI, ~ =0.040+0.006
+0.006, where the first error is statistical and the second is systematic and dominated by the uncer-
tainty in the B-meson lifetime.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the standard model, semileptonic decays are easier
to describe than hadronic decays. Values of the
Kobayashi-Maskawa' matrix elements V„and V„„ for
example, have been extracted reliably from the exclusive
semileptonic decays of spinless hadrons in which theoret-
ical models have been used to calculate the relevant ha-
dronic form factors. Similarly, measurement of
I (8~Dlv) would lead to a value of V,t, that is less sub-
ject to theoretical uncertainties than estimates based on
inclusive semileptonic decays. Furthermore, measure-
ments of exclusive semileptonic channels provide con-
straints on theoretical models of semileptonic B de-
cay.
At present, the experimental information available on
semileptonic 8 decay consists of the average semileptonic
branching fraction for 8 mesons, the branching fraction
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in two exclusive channels, B ~D l v (Ref. 7) and
B ~D * / v, ' the polarization of the D *+ in the
latter decay, and the fraction of D, D, and D*+ pro-
duction in inclusive semileptonic B decays. ' In this pa-
per we present the first measurement of the exclusive
branching fractions B(B ~D l v) and B(B
~D* l v), a new measurement of B(B ~D+l v),
and a new measurement of inclusive charm production in
semileptonic B decays. We use our previously published
branching fraction B(B ~D*+l v) along with these
measurements to extract the lifetime ratio of charged to
neutral B mesons, and show that these four exclusive pro-
cesses are insufficient to completely account for the in-
clusive semileptonic rate.
II. THE DATA SAMPLE AND
SELECTION PROCEDURES
The data used in this analysis were collected with the
improved CLEO detector at the Cornell Electron Storage
Ring (CESR). The data sample consists of an integrated
luminosity of 212 pb ' on the Y(4S) and 102 pb ' of
e+e annihilation data taken at an energy below the
threshold of BB production (referred to as the continuum
data sample). The continuum data are only used to esti-
mate and subtract any contribution to the resonance data
from e +e ~qq production. The data sample contains
approximately 480 000 B-meson decays. The CLEO
detector and the recent modifications to its central track-
ing system are described in detail elsewhere. "" The
detector feature most important to this analysis is the
charged-particle tracking system which measures both
momentum and specific ionization energy loss (dE/dx)
used for particle identification. The overall momentum
resolution of the central tracking system is
(5p/p) =(0.23%p) +(0.7%), where p is in GeV/c.
The dE/dx is measured in the main tracking chamber to
an accuracy of 6.5%, and provides K/~ separation for
momenta up to 700 MeV/c.
All events under consideration in this analysis pass our
hadronic event-selection criteria. ' BrieAy, for this
analysis there are four primary requirements.
(i) The ratio of the number of bad track candidates
(those with no z fit or high residuals and those which do
not point to the interaction region) to the number of good
tracks is required to be less than 1.15.
(ii) A minimum value for visible energy (charged tracks
plus energy deposits in the calorimeter not matched to
charged tracks) of 30% of the center-of-mass energy is
demanded.
(iii) The total energy deposited in the electromagnetic
calorimeter is required to be between 0.5 and 7.0 GeV.
(iv) Since the momentum imbalance in most hadronic
events is small, the ratio R, of Fox-Wolfram moments'
is required to be less than 0.45 ~
The overall efficiency of these hadronic event-selection
cuts for BB events is 96%.
For all analyses discussed in this paper, we require the
ratio of the Fox-Wolfram moments' Rz to be less than
0.4. This requirement selects "spherical" events as op-
posed to "jetlike" events and thus reduces the back-
ground from continuum e+e annihilation. With this
cut, we lose less than 5% of the BB events while rejecting
about 55% of the continuum events.
We require that all charged particles used for D, D+,
or lepton candidates be well measured by our central
tracking system. For reconstructed charged-track candi-
dates with momenta above 500 MeV/c, we require that
(1) the track not belong to a reconstructed Ks, A, or con-
verted y vertex, (2) the closest approach of the trajectory
of the track to the nominal beam position be within 3 mm
in the plane perpendicular to the beam line (r —P) and 4
cm in the direction along the beam axis (z), (3) the rms
deviation of the fitted track from measured wire hits be
no more than 1.3 mm in r —P, and (4) the E—(7r ' ) track
candidate have a dE/dx measurement consistent with a+ +IC —(m ) mass hypothesis. Reconstructed charged-track
candidates with momenta below 500 MeV/c are subject
to a looser requirement on the closest approach of the
track trajectory to the nominal beam position on r —p.
We relax the limit linearly with decreasing track momen-
tum from 3 mm at 500 MeV/c to ~ 1 cm in the limit of
p =0.
Lepton identification with CLEO is described else-
where. ' For this analysis, the candidate leptons are re-
quired to have a momentum pt between 1.4 and 2.4
GeV/c. The upper momentum limit is close to the max-
imum kinematically allowed momentum for leptons from
B decays to charm. The lower-momentum limit
suppresses leptons that are not primary B decay prod-
ucts; we estimate that (1.9+1.0)% of the leptons surviv-
ing the momentum cut are from semileptonic decays of D
mesons which are produced in B meson decay-("cascade"
leptons). We eliminate leptons originating from the pro-
cess B~QX,g~l+l by discarding lepton candidates
which, when combined with any track of opposite
charge, ' have an invariant mass within 60 MeV/c (2.5
standard deviations) of the g mass. After subtracting the
continuum contribution, there are 16527+227 electron
candidates and 10 335+173 muon candidates in this
momentum range. Misidentified hadrons ("fakes") ac-
count for (2.4+0.5)% of the electrons and (3.4+0.7)% of
the muons.
III. CHARM CONTENT OF
SEMILEPTONIC 8 DECAYS
Before examining the exclusive semileptonic decay
rates of B's, we consider the inclusive production of
charmed mesons associated with leptons in B decay. In
this analysis we reconstruct D or D decays in leptonic
events. We search for D by observing its decay into
K ~+, and for D+ via its decay to E ~+~+. We also
search for the charge-conjugate decays, which is implicit
throughout the remainder of this report. We require the
laboratory momentum of D candidates to be less than 2.5
G-eV/c. This limit is near the maximum kinematically al-
lowed momentum for D's produced in B-meson decays at
the Y(4S).
Decays of the Y(4S) produce BB meson pairs. It is
possible that one B will decay to a D while the other de-
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cays to a lepton. ' However, we are interested in decays
where both the D and lepton are produced from a single
B meson, i.e., B~DXI v. Here the D contains the c-
Aavor quark and the lepton has a negative sign. In both
D ~K m+ and D+ ~K ~ m+, the negative kaon
charge indicates the Aavor of the parent D. Thus the
charge of the daughter kaon matches the charge of the
lepton in real B~DXl v events. We refer hereafter to
K —I — (or Dl ) combinations as "right sign, " while
IC +I (—Dl ) are called "wrong sign. "
The invariant-mass distributions for D and D+ candi-
dates in events with an identified lepton of the right sign
are shown in Fig. 1. We fit the distributions with a poly-
nomial background plus a function representing the D
signal. In the fit to the D mass distribution, we exclude
the invariant-mass region populated by D —+K
decays. We find, after subtraction of the continuum con-
tribution, 445+37 D I events and 273+43 D + I
events. We also extract the size of the D signals in the
wrong-sign (Dl+) events. We find 275+34 D l+ events,
and 177+36 D+l events after continuum subtraction.
Because the dE/dx measurement can separate the K
from the ~ in only a limited momentum range, some
events with D l combinations, where D ~~ K+, can
be misidentified as D l, where D ~K ~+.' This
efFect gives rise to a peak at the D mass in the observed
K ~+ mass spectrum [Fig. 1(a)].' Fortunately the peak
due to misidentified D 's is much wider than that due to
correctly identified D 's. To extract the number of real
D events in the peak we fit the observed distribution to a
shape found by Monte Carlo simulation, representing D
decays with right and wrong particle assignments. Since
this procedure for fitting the K~ mass spectrum explicitly
accounts for misidentification we will not discuss this
contribution to our Dl —yields hereafter.
Table I lists the observed number of DI —pairs, single
leptons, and D mesons, as well as the results of our calcu-
lation of fake and cascade lepton yields. Using this infor-
mation we calculate the inclusive charm production rate
in semileptonic B decays. The number of D's per semi-
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FIG. 1. Invariant-mass distribution for D candidates in
events containing identified leptons. The histograms show
scaled continuum data. The solid lines are the fits to the spec-
tra.
TABLE I. Numbers of observed events related to the inclusive semileptonic branching fractions.
Continuum-subtracted yields of leptons and D mesons. Errors in yields include our statistical and sys-
tematic errors combined in quadrature. The first error in RD( is our combined statistical and systematic
error and the second error is the systematic error due to the uncertainty in the D branching fractions.
Leptons
Lepton candidates
Tracks into fiducial volume
Fake-subtracted leptons
Cascade leptons
Symbol
N( —NF
Nc
16 527+227
90 055+ 1164
16 186+232
307+162
10 335+173
73 981+1092
9983+187
190+100
D mesons
D's
D+fake l—+
D-l
D-l+
D's per semileptonic B decay
ND
Df +
N,
RD
DO
6093+257
19+5
445+37
275+34
0.67+0.09+0.10
3916+429
8+4
273+43
177+36
0.26+0.07+0.04
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where X~&+, N~, Nz, and X& are the observed numbers of
D-lepton pairs (of either sign correlation), D mesons, 8
mesons, and leptons, respectively, from the Y(4S). The
parameter Nz (Nc) is the total number of fake leptons
(cascade leptons) of either sign in our sample, and N
is the number of Dl+—candidates in our sample due to lep-
ton fakes. The parameter e~& is the efficiency for finding
a D in an event with an identified lepton whose momen-
tum is greater than 1.4 GeV/c, while ez is the efficiency
for finding a D in a B~DX event; both include the
relevant D branching fractions. We use 8 (D
~K m+)=(4. 2+0.4+0.4)% and 8(D —+K ir+rr+)
=(9.1+1.3+0.4)% as measured by the Mark III Colla-
boration ' to obtain ez&=0. 0221 for D and 0.0353 for
D+, and e~ =0.0230 for D and 0.0368 for D+. By sum-
ming the DI and Dl+ yields together, we obtain the ra-
tio R
I (the number of D's per semileptonic 8 decay)
which is independent of the level of 8 -8" mixing and
other mechanisms for producing right-sign Dl pairs
from different 8's (for example, W ~cs production of D
mesons).
Adding the D l and D+ I fractions gives
(0.93+0.11+0.11) D's per semileptonic 8 decay. Here
the first error is the quadratically combined statistical
and systematic uncertainty of our experiment alone, and
the second is due solely to the uncertainty in the D
branching fractions. This result is consistent with decays
to D X and D+X final states accounting for all of the
semileptonic 8 decays with 1.4 (pl & 2.4 GeV/c.
IV. RECONSTRUCTION OF
EXCLUSIVE SEMILEPTONIC B DECAYS
We now turn to extracting exclusive semileptonic 8 de-
cay rates. We have reported a measurement of the ex-
clusive rate B(B ~D*+I v), in which we identified the
exclusive final state by examining the spectrum of invari-
ant missing-mass (M ) values in events containing a D*+
and an identified lepton. The missing mass squared
recoiling against the D*+l pair is given by
M =(Eii E~ EI )~—(p—~ —p —„—pI )2 . (2)
Although we know ~pii ~ =330 MeV/c at the Y(4S), the
8 direction is unknown, and our best estimate of M re-
sults from setting ~pii~ =0. The width of the resulting
missing-mass distribution is dominated by the intrinsic
uncertainty in the 8 direction.
In this analysis we use the same technique but recon-
struct only the D or D+ in leptonic events, where the
D and D+ are selected as described in Sec. III.
Some of the physical processes that could result in the
observation of a Dl final state are as follows.
(a) Direct 8 ~Dl v semileptonic decay.
(b) D coming from D * decays, where the pion (or pho-
ton) is not detected: B~D*l v, D*~D~, or
D
(c) D coming from D** decays, with one or more un-
detected particles: 8 ~D**l v', D**~DX, where D**
is a bound state of a charmed and a light (u, d) quark in a
relative l =1 state, as observed by ARGUS, CLEO,
and E691.24
(d) The process B~(Dn~)„„l v, where (Dn~)„„ indi-
cates nonresonant production of extra pions.
(e) D from one 8 and I from the other: e.g., 8 ~DX,B~Y/ v.
(f) Fake leptons.
(g) Nonresonant e+e annihilation (continuum).
The processes contributing to (e) are events where (1)
an initial 8 mixes to 8, (2) a D final state is
misidentified as D, (3) the lepton is the result of the cas-
cade 8~D~ Yl v, or (4) the D is produced from the
fragmentation of the virtual 8'+ emitted by the b quark
in the spectator process b ~c8'+, 8'+ —+cs. As noted in
our analysis of inclusive semileptonic decays above, the
background due to D misidentification is explicitly taken
into account in the fits to the Kvr mass spectra discussed
below and is not included in our background calculations.
To reduce the background from process (e), we require
that the angle between the D and I, 0&I, satisfy
cosO~& &0. Since the angle between an uncorrelated Dl
pair is random, the cosO&l cut eliminates half of this
background. But the requirement of a high-momentum
lepton favors Dl combinations from the same 8 travel-
ing in roughly opposite directions; a Monte Carlo simula-
tion of 8 decays using the Isgur-Scora-Grinstein-Wise
(ISGW) model, including the effects of our detection
efficiency, shows that 1% (5%) of real
8 ~Dl v (8~D*l v) decays are eliminated by this
cut. The Monte Carlo distributions of cosO~& from semi-
leptonic 8 decay and the background process
8~D(D*)X,B—+ Yl v are shown in Fig. 2, along with
the distribution observed in the D mass peak in our data.
There is a large combinatorial background in the D+
sample (D+ —+K ~+~+ ). To reduce this, we require the
laboratory momentum of D+ candidates to be greater
than 1.5 GeV/c. Since combinatorial background in the
D candidate spectrum is much smaller than that of the
D+'s, we do not use this requirement in the D analysis.
The D momentum spectra predicted by models of semi-
leptonic 8 decay are shown in Fig. 3. The momentum
cut is efficient for the decay 8 —+Dl v since theories pre-
dict relatively few low-momentum D's from 8 —+Dl v.
Furthermore, this cut will discriminate against
8~D *l v, D *~DX decays. Therefore, since we
have already measured the 8 ~D *+l v branching
fraction, the momentum cut in the D+I sample will
enhance the signal for the decay 8 ~D l v relative to
the contribution from the "background" decay
8 ~D*+l v. The same momentum cut in the D I
sample would also reduce the B~D*l v contribution.
However, since the 8 ~D l v branching fraction ha's
not been measured and we can improve its measurement
by including low-momentum D sample in the analysis,
this momentum cut is not applied to the D I candi-
dates.
We extract the missing-mass-squared spectra of the Dl
combinations by performing fits to the K~ and Kurt mass
spectra over a range of missing-mass-squared values, and
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finding the area of the D peak in fifteen missing-mass-
squared bins from —4.5(M (3.0 GeV /c . The fits
are performed in the same manner as the inclusive
analysis described above. The continuum data taken
below the Y(4S) resonance [process (g)] are subtracted
directly from the data taken on the Y(4S) before the fit is
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FICx. 2. (a) Monte Carlo distributions of the cosine of the an-
gle between the D and l, cosODI, for both the semileptonic de-
cay B~Dl v (solid line), and the background process
B~D(D*)X,B~Yl v (dotted line). The distributions have
been normalized to the same area. (b) Distribution of cosODI in
data, both in the D peak (data points) and in the D sidebands,
properly normalized (dotted line). The peak region is defined as
1.85&M~ &1.88 GeV/c' and the sidebands 1.7&M~ &1.8
CreV/c and 1.9 &M~ &2.0 GeV/c .
performed, after scaling the continuum data by a factor
of 2.09, which is the ratio of luminosity divided by energy
squared for data taken at the Y(4S) to that of the contin-
uum. The missing-mass-squared spectra generated from
the D yields in the Kvr(rr) mass spectra are shown in Fig.
4. In Tables II and III, the total number of observed DI
candidate events on the Y(4S) are listed together with the
number of these having a missing mass squared between—1.0 and 3.0 GeV /c (the "signal" region).
We now consider contributions to the M spectra from
background sources; these include fake leptons and Dl
combinations from different B's.
The contribution to the missing-mass spectrum from
events with fake leptons is calculated using the mass dis-
tribution of D candidates in each missing-mass-squared
interval. For each event with a D candidate we require
that there is also a track in the lepton fiducial volume
with momentum greater than 1.4 GeV/c, and that the
track not be identified as a lepton. Each combination (D
plus track) is weighted by the probability that the track
will be misidentified as a lepton. This fake probability
varies with track momentum and is determined from our
data taken on the lepton-poor Y(1S) resonance and a
sample of identified hadrons in the Y(4S) data. 6 The re-
sulting fake contributions are also listed in Table II and
III.
The contribution to the missing-mass-squared spectra
from process (e), where the D comes from one B and the
lepton from the other, is estimated by studying the
missing-mass-squared distribution of "wrong-sign" Dl+
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TABLE II. Number of events containing a D and a right-sign lepton. Total D l events and backgrounds with cosO» &0. Error
in number of candidates is quadratic sum of errors in each M bin. The M "peak" is defined as —1 &M & 3 GeV'/c .
Total number
of events
Number of events
in missing-mass-
squared peak
D candidates
Fake leptons
D -1 from opposite B's [process (e)]:
(e1) Mixing produces B B
(e2) Lepton comes from cascade decay
(e3) D is produced by 8'+ fragmentation
D -l events from B decay
403+38
10+3
14+ 19
3+1
1+1
375+4,'
374+32
8+2
8+ 10—5
2+1
&1
356+
The amplitudes AD, A +, and A + + are determined by
our fit. The functions FD (M ), F „(M ), andF,+(M ) are determined using our Monte Carlo gen-
erator of semileptonic B decay, and are each normalized
such that an integral over M gives unity. These func-
tions are shown in Fig. 5. We have tested the accuracy of
our simulation by comparing the function F,(M ) to
data from identified B ~D*+I v decays in which we
reconstruct the D *+ via the decay D *+~D ~+,
D —+K ~+, or D ~K ~+~+~, select events which
have a M recoiling against the D *+l satisfying
~M (D *+1 ) ( l GeV /c, and then recalculate the
missing mass for only the D l combinations. The data
and the fit curve are shown in Fig. 7. The data are well
described by the Monte Carlo —generated function.
For the D ** state [process (c)j, we have investigated
the missing-mass-squared distributions for a range of as-
sumptions concerning the D **mass, width, and spin par-
ity. We find the distributions are similar in all cases. For
process (d) we considered nonresonant production of only
one or two extra pions. The Drr(n) momentum vectors
are assumed to be distributed according to phase space,
and the resulting missing-mass-squared distribution is in-
distinguishable from that for the D ** state. Thus
+ + measures the magnitude of the sum of processes (c)
and (d).
In our fits to the Dl spectra, we fix ihe contribution
from B ~D '+l v with the D *+ feeding down to a D+
or a D using our measurement of B(B
~D*+1 v) =(4.6+0.5+0.7)% and the measurement of
the D and D*+ branching fractions by the Mark III ex-
eriment [B(D*+~D ~+)=0.57+0.04+0.04 and
B (D *+ D +X)=0.43+0.04+0.04]. ' We calculate
A ~~(D )=87+9 and A ~~(D+) =37+12, where the
errors are due to uncertainties in the input branching
fractions and are treated as systematic errors in our
analysis. The relative error in 3 ~+(D ) is much smaller
because the relevant D branching fractions cancel in the
calculation.
In our fits to the D l spectra, we further constrain
our result by using additional information about the D
momentum spectra. We divide our D data into two
momentum bins: 0 GeV/c &p 0 & 1 ~ 5 GeV/c and 1.5
GeV/c &p 0&2.5 GeV/c. We find 263+29 D l events
TABLE III. Number of events containing a D+ and a right-sign lepton. Total D+l events and backgrounds with cosL9DI &0 and
D+ momentum & 1.5 GeV/c. Error in number of candidates is quadratic sum of errors in each M bin. The M "peak" is defined
as —1 & M' & 3 GeV /c .
D+ candidates
Fake leptons
D+-1 from opposite B's [process (e)]:
(e1) Mixing produces B B
(e2) Lepton comes from cascade decay
(e3) D+ is produced by 8 + fragmentation
D+-l events from B decay
Total number
of events
147+26
3+3
&1
141+26
Number of events
in mixing-mass-
squared peaks
123+22
1+1
120+22
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in the lower-momentum bin and 140+24 in the higher-
rnomentum bin. Theoretical models of semileptonic 8
decay predict the daughter D momentum spectra (as seen
in Fig. 3) and thus the relative population of these two
bins for each of the decay processes. We use this infor-
mation to constrain the relative areas of individual fit
components in the two diAerent momentum bins, which
we fit simultaneously. The models all predict similar D
momentum spectra, so this procedure is essentially model
independent. Fitting the D data only yields
A O=42+14,
lh
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A e(D )=218+35,
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while fitting the D+ data gives I i i i i l i ~ i i I
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FIG. 7. Missing-mass-squared (M ) distributions from data
(histogram) and Monte Carlo distribution (solid curve) for the
processes B ~D *+1 v, D + ~D m+ and B~D **I v,
D **~D *+X,D *+—+D m+. The dashed line shows the as-
sumed contribution from the latter process. The missing mass is
calculated using only the D and l and so the distribution is
centered at small positive values of M, .
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We make a second fit to the D l and D + l missing-
rnass-squared spectra in which we impose the constraint
that the ratio of the semileptonic widths into vector
versus pseudoscalar final states must be the same for
charged and neutral B mesons, which follows from iso-
spin symmetry:
Q i I I l 4
t
I I I I
t
I 1 I 4
/
f I I I
f
I I I I6 1(B D*+l v) 1(B D* I v)
1(B D+I v) 1(B D I v)
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Our fit to the D "l spectrum alone yields 2.4+
& 2 for this
ratio while fitting the D+l spectrum gives 2.6+o 7 The
combined fit to the D l and D+l spectra yields
V/P =2.6+o'6, A ~(D ) =220+25,
A ~~(D )=79+28, A ~~(D+)=27+16,
where V/P is the ratio of widths for decays into vector vs
pseudoscalar mesons. Using these results and the D*
magnitudes A ~+(D ) and A, +(D ) given above we
find
-4.5 -3.0 -l .5 0 l.5 3.0 A o= 39+14, A + =54+18
Missing Moss Squared (GeV /c )
2 4
FICx. 6. Missing-mass-squared distributions from data with
fit. Contributions from fake leptons and Dl events from
difFerent B's have been subtracted. The fit to the distribution
and the various components are displayed separately, using the
same symbols as in Fig. 5.
with y /XD„=0.5 for 20 degrees of freedom. We note
that setting A ~„=0 gives a poorer fit (g /ND„=1. 0)
due to the excess of events at large missing-mass-squared
values, which must be due to extra particles which do not
come from D*'s.
The results of the fits to the Dl missing-mass-squared
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TABLE IV. Results of fitting the Dl missing-squared spectra.
A;(D ) A;(D+)
(a) The D I and D+l spectra are fit independently
B~D/ v
B~D l v
B~D *l v and B~D(n~)l v
42+ 14
218+35
79+29
54+18
(37)
27+ 17
(b) The D l and D+l spectra are fit simultaneously, with the ratio of
vector to pseudoscalar widths constrained to be the same in both fits
B~Dl
B D*t-V
B~D**l v and B~D(n~)1 v
39+14
220+25
79+28
54+18
(37)
27+16
spectra are summarized in Table IV.
The branching fractions 8 (8 ~D l v) and
B(B ~D+I v) are given by
~ 0
8(B +D 1 v—)=
2N4&f+ c o cia,
A
8(B ~D+l v) =
2N4sfoo~p+i ~x ~!~5
(9)
(10)
8(B ~D l v)=(1.6+0.6+0.3)(0.5/f+ )%,
B(B ~D+l v)=(l. g+0. 6+0.3)(0.5/foo)% . (12)
The latter result agrees well with the value reported by
Here 2N4+=N& =480000 is the total number of B
mesons assuming 8(Y(4S)~88 ) = 1.0, f+ is the frac-
tion of Y(4S) decays to 8+8, foo is the fraction of
Y(4S) decays to 8 8, ez& is the efficiency for detecting
the D or D+ in a semileptonic 8 decay as described in
Sec. III (including the cosgzi cut, E 0, =0.0219 and
e + =0.0356), e is the fraction of the D+ momentum
spectrum retained by the D+ momentum cut when the
leptons are required to have a momentum 1.4
GeV/c (p& (2.4 GeV/c (0.74 for D+ and 0.33 for D*+
in the ISGW model ), e& is the efficiency for finding a lep-
ton with momentum p& ) 1.4 GeV/c [(62+2)% for elec-
trons and (41+1)% for muons], and e,. is the fraction of
the lepton spectrum from this process in the 1.4 to 2.4
GeV/c momentum range (0.46 in the ISGW model ). We
obtain
8(8 ~D* l v)=(4. 1+0.8+O.9)(0.5/f+ )% .
V. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
As noted above, from our simultaneous fit to the D l
and D+l spectra we extract the ratio of vector-to-
pseudoscalar decay widths in semileptonic 8 decay. We
find
I (B~D*l v) 2 6+& i+& 0
I (8~Dl v) (14)
the ARGUS Collaboration of ( l.6+0.5+0.5 ) X
(0.5/foo)%. Our first error is statistical. The second
error is systematic and includes contributions due to the
uncertainty in the magnitude of the feeddown from D *+
Iprocess (b)], the uncertainties in the fitting procedure, '
and the uncertainty in the D branching fractions. Here,
and hereafter, we combine the statistical and systematic
errors in the D branching fractions in quadrature and
treat the result as a contribution to our systematic error.
From A, (D ) we obtain the branching fraction
B(B ~D l v) using a similar procedure. Because of
the constraints we impose in fitting the spectrum this re-
sult is not independent of those quoted above. First we
subtract the contribution to A, (D ) from
B(Bo~D*+l v) decays; thus the D* component of
, is 133+25 events. Using an equation analogous to
Eq. (9), where uzi =0.0209 and e, =0.63 for D*'s from
the ISGW model, we find
TABLE V. Model predictions for semileptonic B decay.
Models
I s„(D*)
sL(D)
I"(B~Dl v)
(10" sec ')
I (B~D l v)
(10" sec ')
ISCyW (Ref. 4)
KS (Ref. 5)
WBS (Ref. 3)
2.3
3.1
2.7
zs. zlv, I'
2s. 7lv, I'
21.9I v, g I'I
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where we have required I sL(D *+ ) /I sL(D + )
=1 sL(D* )/I sL(D ). This result is independent of the
values of foo and f+ and is compatible with theoretical
predictions, as shown in Table V. The result is also
consistent with the value previously found by the
ARGUS Collaboration of 3.3+
& &.
Isospin symmetry implies 1 (8 ~D *+( v) =I (8
~D* I v). Therefore the lifetime ratio of charged to
neutral B mesons can be calculated from the ratio of
semileptonic branching fractions:
r(B ) B(B ~D* l v) 8 (8 +D l—v)
r(8 ) 8(8 ~D*+l v) B(B ~D+l v) I (8 Dl v)= (B(B ~D I v)
in Table V.
We use the relation I (B~Dl v)=B(B
~Dl v)/r(B) to find the exclusive widths. However,
we do not know the individual lifetimes of charged and
neutral B mesons, as only the average B lifetime ~~ is
measured. In addition, zz is measured on the continuum
above the Y(4S) and includes not only 8 and 8
mesons but also an unknown admixture of other bottom-
fiavored hadrons. We assume r(8 ) =r(8 ) = rz and as-
sign an additional 20% systematic error to ~~ to account
for this uncertainty. Then
= (0.89+0.19+0.13 )(f(](] /f + (15)
where our use of an isospin symmetry constraint in our
fits [see Eq. (6)] imposes the second equality on our re-
sults. Here the first error is statistical. The second error
is a systematic error and includes the uncertainty in the
magnitude of the D*+ contribution, the uncertainties in
the fitting procedure, ' and the uncertainty in the branch-
ing fraction B(D*+~D sr+). This measurement of
the lifetime ratio of B mesons is consistent with our pre-
viously published limits, and a recent indirect measure-
ment by ARGUS. Theoretical predictions for this ratio
require it to be greater than unity, with typical values in
the range of 1.0 to 1.2. Note that here the result for the
ratio r(B )/r(B ) is directly proportional to the ratio of
neutral to charged 8 mesons produced at the Y(4$),
foo /f +, so a possible decrease in this ratio would result
in a similar decrease in the lifetime ratio.
In principle, the best way to measure V,b is to measure
I (8~DI v). Previous measurements of V,b have relied
on measurement of the average B-meson lifetime,
~&=1.18+0.11 psec, and either the inclusive semilep-
tonic branching fraction or the exclusive branching frac-
tion 8(8 ~D*+l V). The inclusive procedure results
in an estimate of
~ V,b~ in the range 0.03 to 0.06. The
uncertainty here is large because the expression for the
inclusive rate includes the fifth power of the poorly es-
timated b-quark mass. The uncertainty in the theoretical
calculations of the exclusive semileptonic widths is con-
tained in the hadronic form factors involved. For
B~D'I v there are three form factors whereas only
one enters into the calculation of B~Dl v. The predic-
tions of several theoretical models for the exclusive semi-
leptonic width I (8 ~Dl v) in terms of
~ V,b ~ are shown
+B(B ~D+I v)]
=( l. 5+0.4+0.4) X 10' sec (16)
B(8~(D +D+)Xl v)
B(B~Xl v)
was 0.93+0.11+0.11. Using our new measurement,
B(8—+Xl V) =(10.2+0.2+0.4)% (17)
we find B(B~(D +D+)Xl v)=(9.5+1.2+1.2)%. To
make the appropriate comparison we must average over
the exclusive branching fractions of charged and neutral
B's.
where we have used foo= f+ =0.5. Thus result implies
~ V,b ~ =0.037+0.005 in the ISGW model and
~ V,b ~ =0.043+0.006 in the Wirbel-Stech-Bauer (WSB)
and Korner-Schuler (KS) models, with the errors being
statistical only. The results are only weakly dependent
on the individual values of foo and f+ . If we naively
average these results and treat the model dependence as a
systematic error, we obtain
~ V,b ~ =0.040+0.006+0.006.
The systematic error here is dominated by the systematic
error we assigned to rii. This value of ~ V,b ~ is consistent
with previous estimates using the average semileptonic
branching fraction of B mesons, and using the branching
fraction B(B ~D*+I v). '
Finally, it is interesting to compare the sum of the
semileptonic branching fractions for the exclusive
charmed modes to our results for the inclusive semilep-
tonic branching fractions to charm discussed in Sec. III.
There we found that
8(B 8') vl)=f~ (BD(8D 1 v) tB(B D'"1 v)]+fv ]B(8 D 1 v)+8(B D'"1 v)]
X'=D, D
= (6. 1+0.6+ l. 1 )% (18)
Taking the ratio of this number to the inclusive semilep-
tonic charm branching fraction above we find that only
(64+10)% of the total is accounted for by the D and D*
final states. The comparison is summarized in Table VI.
This result is somewhat lower than theoretical predic-
tions of Isgur et al. which expected =87% of the in-
elusive rate accounted for by the lowest-lying states. ' It
also indicates that B decays do not respect the Shifman-
Voloshin limit in which decays to the lowest-lying vec-
tor and pseudoscalar mesons account for all of the semi-
leptonic decay width. We note that adding contributions
from other [D **,(Dvr)„„or (Dvrw)„„] final states could ac-
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TABLE VI. Comparison of exclusive and inclusive semileptonic branching fractions. We have used foo=f+ =0.5 to make the
entries in the table; however, the f's drop out when one takes the appropriate average over charged and neutral 8's (see text). The
first errors in all quantities are statistical only and the second are systematic and dominated by the uncertainties in the D branching
fractions. These largely cancel out when the ratio of exclusive to inclusive branching fractions is taken.
B exclusive
(%)
B+ exclusive
(%)
Average B
(%)
B(B~DI v)
B(B~D l v)
1 ~ 8+0.6+0.3
4.6+0.5+0.7
1.6+0.6+0.3
4. 1 +0.8 +0' 9
B (B~D+Xl v)
B(B~D XI v)
2.7+0.6+0.4
6.9+0.9+1.0
B(B~DXl v)5.7+1.0+1.1
D=D, D
8 (8~X'l v) 6.4+0.8+1.0
X'=D, D
Average
B(8~X'l v) =(6.1+0.6+1.1)%
X'=D, D
Fraction of exclusive decays to lowest-lying states in inclusive B~DXI v:
8 (8~X'1 v) g 8 (8~DXl v) =0.64+0. 10+0.06
X'=D, D D=D, D
9.5+1.2+1.2
count for the remainder of the inclusive semileptonic
rate, consistent with our result for inclusive semileptonic
charm production discussed in Sec. III above. The pres-
ence of such states is clearly indicated by the data as a
shoulder on the high side of the invariant missing-mass-
squared peak. The shoulder is most pronounced when
the D's have low momentum ( ( 1.5 GeV/c) as one would
expect from decays of excited D systems or nonresonant
production of extra particles.
We have assumed throughout this analysis that the D/
events we observe on the Y(4S) come from B mesons
(since the contribution from e e —+qq events is directly
subtracted). It is possible that a significant fraction of
Y(4S) decays do not proceed through the BB channel.
Then f00+f+ (1 and the total number of B's in our
data sample, N~, is smaller than we have assumed. The
exclusive branching fractions we quote would need to be
scaled by the correct values of foo or f+ . The value of
~ V,b ~ determined from the exclusive branching fractions
would also increase. If the non-BB decays of the Y(4S)
produce D's and leptons within our momentum cuts, then
our results for inclusive semileptonic 8 decays are in er-
ror due to this background. Since the exclusive modes
are less likely to include background from non-88 de-
cays, the sum of the exclusive branching fractions would
increase relative to the inclusive semileptonic branching
fraction to charm. In any case, the value for the ratio of
vector-to-pseudoscalar widths I sL(D')/I sz(D) would be
unchanged, as would the lifetime ratio of charged to neu-
tral B mesons r(B ) lr(B ).
In conclusion we have made the first measurements of
the exclusive semileptonic branching fractions of 8
mesons to the charmed final states D and D:
B(B ~D* l v)=(4. 1+0.8+0 9)(0.5/f+ )%,
B (B +Do(l v) =( l. 6+0.6+0.—3)(0.5/f+ )% .
We confirm the observation of the decay 8 ~D+/ v
and measure the branching fraction:
B(B ~D+l v)=(1.8+0.6+0.3)(0.5/fco)% .
We find the lifetime ratio for charged to neutral 8 mesons
r(B )/r(B ) to be
(0.89+0. 19+0.13)(foo/f+ ) .
Using theoretical models, we extract a measurement of
~ V,z ~ =0.040+0.006+0.006. The sum of the exclusive
semileptonic branching fractions to pseudoscalar- and
vector-meson final states only accounts for (64+10)% of
the total semileptonic branching fraction to charmed final
states.
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APPENDIX
Our goal is to extract the rate of 8 —+DX/ v in our
sample of 8 decays, using only our measured D and lep-
ton yields and lepton fake rates. We begin by expressing
our yield of D/ pairs in terms of the contributing physical
processes:
Ni)i — NSL+f mis( 1 fmix )Nopp +fmixNopp
+N~cs+N„, +N~
N, i =(1 f;„)N, +f;,NsL+N f—+,
(Al)
(A2)
These results yield the ratio of vector-to-pseudoscalar
widths
I sL(D )l sL(D)= .6—0.6 —0. & .
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where
NsL =N~B(B ~DXl v)e, e, ,
=N~B(B~DX)B(8~X'l v)e, ei,
Nii„=NiiB(B~DX)B(B~X'l v)e, eI,
N„,=NgB(B~DX)B(D~ Yl v)B(B +DX—)e, e'i,
and N + is the number of D+(l —fake) events passing
all cuts. The efficiencies are a~I, the efficiency for finding
a D in an event containing a lepton with momentum
p&) 1.4 GeV/c, including D branching fractions, and
e& (eI ), the efficiency for finding a lepton from a primary
8 decay (cascade D decay) with momentum greater than
1.4 GeV/c. The parameter f,„ is the fraction of all 8
decays which are mixed and is given approximately byf;„=foor =0. 1, where foo is the fraction of 8 8 pairs
produced at the Y(4S) and r is the mixing parameter.
The parameter f;, is the fraction of D ~K n+ events
misidentified as D ~K+~, as discussed in the text.
Since misidentified events have a broader peak than
correctly identified D 's, we can account for them direct-
ly as a background in our fits to the K~ mass spectrum,
and thus we will drop them from our expressions hereaf-
ter. It should be noted that the inclusive branching frac-
tions listed are averages of those of B and B+ mesons,
weighted by their production cross sections at the Y(4S).
Finally we note that charge conjugation is implied
throughout, so that N~ is the number of B and B mesons
produced at the Y(4S).
As an aside, we note that we can now rearrange Eq.
(A2) to read
Now we introduce our observed number of D mesons and
leptons, N~ and NI..
NI =N~ [B(B~DX)+8 (8 ~DX)]a~,
N& =NsB(B ~Xl v)e&+NF
+N~B(B ~DX)8(D ~ Yl v)e'i
=N&B(B~Xl V)e&+N++Nc,
(A5)
(A6)
where NF is the total number of lepton fakes of both
signs, Nz is the total number of cascade leptons with mo-
menta greater than 1.4 GeV/c, and e~ is the efficiency for
finding a D in a B~DX event.
Inserting these equations into (A4) to eliminate the
branching fractions, and dropping terms of second order,
we arrive at
N~I+ =N~B(B ~DXl v)e~, e&
where we assume that B~DX arises from fragmentation
of the 8'+ —+cs vertex. Thus all terms following NsL in
Eq. (Al) are an order of magnitude smaller than NsL it-
self, and are "first-order corrections. " Throughout this
analysis we ignore "second-order correction" terms [e.g. ,
this is why we have not included f;„N„„in Eq. (A2)].
Adding Eq. (Al) and (A2) gives
(A4)
opp
mix
(A3)
NL, eI I+ (NI —NF )+N
ez)
(A7)
which fixes the number of events rising from opposite B's.
We make use of this result to calculate the magnitude of
the misidentification and mixing backgrounds in the
right-sign (Dl ) signal.
We also note that in order-of-magnitude estimates
Nppp
Solving this equation for B(8~DXl v) and (A6) for
B(B~Xl v), dividing the former by the latter yields
8 (8 ~DXl v)
RL,I —= 8 (8 ~Xl V)
Nw„= N, 50.01N,8 (8 ~DX)
N (Ni N„)—
B
N —N —NI F C
Ncas = No p 0 02NoppE( (A8)
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